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By fUk Arkwrigbt
Staff Reporter
The Student Arbitration Board iSAB) decision on
whether or not there were irregularities during last
month's varsity cheerleader selections has been
delayed until SAB can hear testimony from Vice
President (or Public Services James Hof and
Athletic Director Richard Young
Hof and Young were among the cheerleading
judges called to testify at Sunday's SAB hearing
They did not attend.
Hof said he has no intention of allowing the SAB
decision to change the cheerleading selections for
next year
To change the squad, he said, would be to
question the integrity of the judges He added thai
he is satisfied with the judges' decision

Cheerleading
decision delayed
at SAB hearing

i

ONE REASON cited for the hearing was a
discrepancy between the cheerleading constitution

and what was practiced at the cheerleading finals
Kenneth Lecker, junior (Ed ). said only persons
designated in the constitution can judge in the
competition
Hof had appointed Dr Charles Means, viceprovost of minority affairs, to judge the finals in
his place.
Hof said the cheerleading constitution is not
really a constitution but a guideline
He added that the constitution is out of date and
that final approval rests with Young. He said
Young can increase the size of the squad and can
lake measures to assure that the squad is
representative of the entire student body.
"I think we have a pretty good representative
group (of cheerleaders)."Hof said
Director of Athletic Promotion James Krone,
who also serves as athletic coordinator for the
cheerleaders, was present at the hearing and
described il as a "fact-finding session."

HE SAID HE and another judge, Elizabeth
Simmons, senior lAfcSi. were present at the
hearing.
He was asked three or four questions and he left,
he said
He explained that although he did not judge in the
finals, he knows that no quota system was used. He
knows nothing about the alleged destruction of
ballots used in judging, he said
Young said he was "quite pleased with tie
outcome" of the tryouts He said students filing to
SAB were just upset that they did not make the
squad
Both Hof and Young said it is too late in the
school year to arrange another cheerleading
tryout. even if one was found to be necessary by
SAB
Both said they have not been contacted by SAB
since their received their original summons
SAB Chief Justice Eugene Krebs was unavailable
for comment
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U.S. hostages flown from Laos;
American aid operations cease
VIENTIANE. Laos (API -Eighteen
Americans and other foreigners held
by student demonstrators in a southern
Laotian town for nine days were flown
to Thailand yesterday
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
said there will be a substantial
reduction of the 1.000-strong US
presence in Laos because of the
harassment of Americans by leftist
students
The developments came as three
Americans, including two U.S. Marine
guards, remained held in a U.S. aid
compound in Vientiane and the
Communist-dominated government
decided to end a 24-year-old American
aid program.
The United States evacuated
Americans from Cambodia before it
fell April 17 and from Vietnam before
it surrendered to the Communists on
April 30
BUT KISSINGER told newsmen in
Ankara. Turkey that the departures
from Vientiane starting today are not
considered a complete evacuation "at
this point "
A US. Embassy spokesman in
Vientiane, who called the departures
an "acceleration withdrawal." said the
Americans would leave by chartered
Royal Air Lao jet and that "hundreds
of Americans would be flown out in the
near future "
The Americans and foreigners in the
southern town of Savannakhet were
flown to Thailand aboard a US plane
Most of the Americans were officials
of the US Agency for International
Development (AID), which the student
demonstrators opposed.
Previously, the embassy listed 12
Americans held in the town. It gave no
reason for the change but communications with Savannakhet over the past
week have been restricted to brief
radio contacts.
In Vientiane, American doctors gave
vaccination 10018 to American wives
and children at the gates of the main

housing compound prior to their
departure.
OTHER AMERICANS with their
dogs, children with bicycles and
women in curlers stood at the chain
link fence looking out
About 400 Americans were confined
to the main housing compound four
miles south of Vientiane.
Pathet Lao guards, armed with
rocket launchers, searched every car
that came out of the Florida-style
suburb known as "Levittown on the
Mekong " They seized cameras and
other valuable items
With a major U.S. aid installation in
Vientiane occupied by a sit-in student
demonstration and other U.S. AID
offices throughout the country wrecked
and abandoned. U.S. officials were
busy arranging flights to lift out the
women and children
The embassy spokesman said most
of the first evacuees would be AID
employes and their dependants,
although some embassy employes had
been selected to leave the country

THE EMBASSY had been trying for
several days to arrange for chartered
flights but reportedly had little
cooperation from the Laotian
government
Most of those scheduled to leave had
their passports in safe keeping in one
of the buildings of the AIL) compound,
which has been occupied by student
demonstrators since Wednesday
One of the demands of students
occupying the U S AID compound in
Vientiane, where the two Marines and
an American civilian were held, was
that Americans pay tax on all luxury
items they have imported duty free,
including kitchen utensils
The Soviet news agency Tass said the
students also "protested against CIA
intrigues in Lao* "
However, a government spokesman
said American U S AID employes had
diplomatic privileges and their
property would be respected
THE STUDENTS had demanded that
American AID personnel leave within

to return to ancestral villages
SAIGON (API-While the policy of
South Vietnam's new leaders remains
to be spelled out. a direction is
becoming visible and one aspect of It is
to persuade some of the people in
overcrowded cities to return to the
countryside
To many, the prospect of going back
to the soil is not altogether unpleasant
The closing of banks has virtually
halted the flow of money Joblessness
is at an all-time high in cities. These
factors alone have prompted some to
leave

Communist cadres are putting out
word -of mouth suggestions in block
committees being formed in all
Vietnamese cities that families are
welcome back in their ancestral
villages
"The new authorities are more
subtle than the Cambodians who
cleared Phnom Penh by telling the
population the United States would
bomb the city." said one Vietnamese.
MANY FAMILIES, however, are
cautiously sending one member to test

Israel will not
Humphrey said

be

condoned."

"REASSESSMENT of U.S. foreign
policy does not mean retreat," he said
"It does not mean isolation 2nd it does
not mean we will weaken our
assistance to a state with which we
have been so close over the years.''
Some other senators who signed the
letter indicated they were for
increased aid to Israel, but wanted
large military cuts elsewhere in the
U.S. defense budget.
Sen George McGovern (D-S.D.I.

said his signing should not be
interpreted as an endorsement of
Israel's retention of Arab territories
seized in the 1967 war.
The latter concluded that
withholding military equipment from
Israel would be dangerous, "discouraging accommodation by Israel's
neighbors and encouraging a resort to
force."
"We believe that preserving the
peace requires that Israel obtain a
level of military and economic support
adequate to deter a renewal of war by
Israel's neighbors," the letter said.

Work week cut by a half day
By Pat Thomas
Staff Reporter
Plans to institute a four and a half
day work week at the University
during the upcoming summer session
were announced by University
President Hollis Moore Jr. last week
The shortened work week is meant to
reduce energy consumption at the
University. An estimated $15,000 in
energy costs will be saved through the
new program, said Robert McGeein,
coordinator of space planning
Office hours during the summer will
run from 7.30-11 30 am on Friday.
Current office hours are 8-12 a.m. and

«

The spokesman. Ouday Souvannavong.
deputy minister ol
information, said the government still
wanted economic assistance from the
United States but that it must be direct
aid to the Laotian government such as
other countries were giving
He said the U.S. Embassy had
agreed to close all U.S. AID branches
in the provinces, and a joint U.S.l ..inii.in committee would be formed to
negotiate an end to the U.S. AID
operation in Vientiane

South Vietnamese encouraged

Senators support aid to Israel
WASHINGTON
lAPl-Seventy-six
senators, more than three-quarters of
the Senate, told President Ford
yesterday they will not accept any
lessening of American military and
economic aid for Israel
Ford sent word that he "welcomes
all suggestions."
One of the signers of the letter. Sen
Hubert H Humphrey D-Minn >,said
Congress will prepare its own aid
package for Israel unless Ford submits
his own proposal in "a reasonable
time."
"Undue delay as a way of pressuring

three days They now agree to a 30-day
withdrawal period, although the U.S.
Embassy claims the 1951 treaty that
established the U.S. AID operation in
Laos contained a 90-day termination
clause
A Laotian government spokesman,
at a press briefing covering a
Wednesday night cabinet meeting, said
the government had decided to ask for
an end to all US activities in Laos and
the handover of all aid material in the
country after an Inventory was taken

1-5 p.m. Normal office hours will
resume in the fall.
Air conditioning systems and certain
mechanical operations will be shut off
at 11:30 a.m. on Friday in the
Administration Building. Centrex.
Central Services, the Fine Arts
Building, the Stadium and Shaizel Hall
The final list of buildings included in
the program has not been compiled.
"AT THIS point, no decision has been
made to physically lock the buildings."
McGeein said. Persons wishing to
enter the buildings after 11:30 a.m.
Friday would be able to do so, he
added
George Scherff. chairman of the

University Energy Task Force, said
the mechanical shutdown of buildings
would not cause "too much
discomfort" to people working in the
buildings, since temperatures would
remain cool throughout the afternoon.
Scherff said some housing units
and recreational facilities would be
open throughout the weekend for
students remaining on campus.
McGeein said plans now are being
made to convert to a four day work
week during the 1976 summer session.
Prior University commitments
regarding summer class scheduling,
pre-registration and business arrangements prevented the conversion to a
four day work week this summer.

the climate in rural areas.
A Vietnamese journalist said his
brother went to the family's village
and was greeted by a Communist
official who told him: "Hey. Ranger,
you're welcome to come back and
farm the land again."
"So bis whole family headed out of
Saigon." the journalist said
There is a picnic air about Saigon,
but It belies the realities A sandal
maker carve* bis products out of old
truck tires on the main thoroughfare,
Tu Do Street. Other street stalls sell
flags, whiskey, magarlnea and secondhand goods.
Cyclists wheel around Saigon. A few
weeks ago. ose recently spotted cyclist
was a general who commanded South
Vietnamese combat troops. Like
thousands of other Saigoneee, he
evidenUy was fighting the battle
against the price of gasoline, now the
equivalent of H a gallon.
FORMER PRESIDENT Tran Van
Huong, 71, preferred to walk to his
destination last Monday. He was seen
hobbling past the Saigon Basilica
through Peace Square, the new name
for John F. Kennedy Square, shaking
hands with passersby who recognized
him.
Observers here expressed a belief
that the new Communist authorities
are moving cautiously but resolutely
toward a massive transformation of
urban and rural society.
The cutting edge for these changes
are communiques issued like laws
from the Military Management
Committee that still holds complete
power in Saigon three weeks after the
old order fell
There are no estimates of the
numbers of those who have returned to
rural regions,but if diminished traffic
in Saigon and other major centers is
any indication the number must be in
the hundreds of thousands.
Under the old regime, Saigon's
population was about 3.3 million. Tens
of thousands of them fled the country
before the Communist takeover.
As in North Vietnam after the war
against the French, Communist
authorities in South Vietnam are
moving to achieve total population
control. The most obvious technique
has been to permeate cities by mixing
soldiers with the population.

Some students were caught against ih.it wishes in
yesterday's rain, but others seemed relieved as it cooled off
the humid day. (Newspheto by Michael Passarello)

Senator Stano denies
charge of lobbying
scholarship for son
By Cindy Smercina
Staff Reporter
State Senator Jerome Stano (DParmai emphatically denied
yesterday ever lobbying for a
scholarship for his son. Paul Stano.
freshman l AASl
A May 20 story in The I Toledo) Blade
linked Stand's alleged attempts to
obtain a hockey scholarship for his son
to a amendment in amended House
Bill 155 which would prohibit athletic
grants-in-aid to non-American citizens
If passed, the bill seriously could
hamper the University hockey team.
which is primarily Canadian in
membership.
The Blade story read, "Legislators
have admitted that the provision was
added to the budget because Sen.
Jerome Stano (D-Parmal was
unsuccessful in obtaining a hockey
scholarship for his son, who is a BGSU
student."
STANO yesterday denied ever
lobbying for his son or influencing the
legislature on the house bill in any way.
"I have never requested a

scholarship for my own boy." he
declared "I don't even know where
they got the idea
"The Blade must have a misinterpretation of the bill." Stano continued
"The amendment was put into the
house bill, not the senate bill
"There is no possible wav I could
have introduced that amendment." he
said "I couldn't have had anything to
do with it. The bill just came to the
Senate Tuesday We are having budget
hearings on it now."
University lobbyist Willard Fox
declined comment on the Stano
situation.
"I don't have any comment and
really don't know anything about it."
Fox said. "I took this job in January,
and if anything happened it must have
been before that."

Weather
Partly clasdy today. Highs
today la the lew Ms. Mostly fair
tenlgkt and tomerrow. Lews
tonight bl the tow Ms. high
tomorrow la the mid Ms. Chance
of rala M per ceat today and
leeifbt.
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uncle sam no santa claus
cia, underworld
crime conspirators
The United States becomes extremely indignant when other nations
threaten its sovereignty, as shown in the recent Mayaguez incident, yet
our government's Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) seems to think
nothing of instigating the overthrow of other sovereign leaderships
The New York Times reported Tuesday that the Rockefeller
commission, which is looking into CIA irregularities, has learned of
written documents which support a charge that the CIA contracted with
the Mafia in a 1961 plot to kill Cuban Premier Fidel Castro
The report stated that Justice Department files contain FBI
memoranda confirming that the CIA contacted Sam Giancana, a Chicago
racketeer and John Roselli. a man with organized crime connections, in
the plot to assassinate Castro.
FBI files show that late FBI Director J Edgar Hoover questioned
whether Giancana s and Roselli's CIA connections may have protected
the two men from Justice Department prosecution in the mid-1960's.
This report gives credence to the belief that the CIA. with the financial
support of International Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), had a guiding
hand in the overthrow of the socialist Allende government in Chile.
Congress created the CIA with the purpose of conducting foreign
spying in order to protect America's sovereignty. Yet the agency
apparently has evolved into a destroyer of governments which Congress
has failed to make accountable for its actions.

protect consumers
President Ford is preparing to damage the buying power of the
consumer even further by removing price controls from domestic oil and
adding another $1 per barrel tariff on imported oil.
Ford has threatened to take this action if Congress does nol move
swiftly on an energy program of its own
Ford's action would not represent the implementation of an effective
energy program, but would simply be a slap in the face for the American
consumer.
Ford contends that this action would ease the gasoline crunch by
lessening consumer demand and stimulating the giant American oil
companies to search for new sources of oil.
But if foreign oil prices are forced up by higher tariffs, there then will
be no competition for the American companies and gasoline prices will
go up and possibly skyrocket.
The American consumer is battling inflation and recession at the same
time. If the President implements his unwise energy plan, he could turn
the tide of battle against the consumer.

WASHINGTON-'If it had been
Grand Rapids instead of New York
City, the boss still would have said no "
That's the judgment of one top
economic adviser to President Ford on
New York's special plea for federal
rescue from its impending bankruptcy
The officials of Ford's hometown and
in a lot of cities facing financial crisis
would have understood Uncle Sam
simply can't play Santa Claus to all the
municipalities that persistently have
lived beyond their means year after
year after year
But. typically, the politics that
pushed New York City to the financial
brink is now what makes its leaders
unwilling to accept the Ford answer.
MIDWAY DURING that historic
session at the White House last week.
President Ford turned to Democratic
Governor Hugh Carey to ask what New
York state could do for Mayor Abe
Beamc. "I can't afford to Imperil the
state's credit." Carey bluntly replied.
The candor that existed within the
Oval Office-out of earshot of the
citixenry~is not what is being repeated
now in public forms by either Carey or
Beame.
What one hears now from Carey's
office in Albany and Beame's city hall
in Manhattan is that "polities''
meaning people hurting, Republican
politics, not people helping Democratic
politics-is the reason that Mr. Ford
refused to grant the city's request for
$1 billion in federal credit to prevent
its financial collapse
And, of course, the real devil in New
York Democratic circles has to be
Vice President Rockefeller, who, as
ex Republican governor, is suspected
of personally influencing Mr Ford
against New York City.
The Ford retort to that is a fourletter word: nuts
NEW YORK CITY, despite its size
and importance in America, is a legal
child of New York state. Governor
Carey says he can't afford that kind of
profligacy Mayor Beame has said he
can't renege on campaign promises to
keep city services at former price
levels
But President Ford has SO states
with at least one city apiece anxious
for the same kind of assistance thai
Beame would like Yet they would
have us believe that New York's

J.F. lerHoril
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problem deserves more federal consideration than Grand Rapids, Detroit.
Los Angeles, or Boston
Some ideas that were bandied about
in that White House session would
make sense to most residents of other
cities
Why doesn't New York raise its
subway and bus fares? Why not charge
tuition at the free City University'1
Why not tell the city's unionized
employees that they make more than
employes of other cities? Why not tell
the city's leaders that they will have to
give New York an easing of terms and
an extension of payment to meet its
debts?
Whv mil" Because, as became

ACCORDING TO White House
analysis, "the current imbalance in
New York City's financial situation did
not develop overnight, but rather
results from a series of decisions made
by both the John Lindsay and Abe
Beame administrations. The central
theme of these decisions has been to
expand and add city services without
regard to present and future ability of
the citv to finance them "
These political decisions have been
aggravated by the ability of politicallypowerful city unions to extract exorbitantly high wage settlements in
comparison with other cities and the
politicians' inability to control an
ineffective and costly municipal
bureaucracy.
It's easy to blame Washington-as

Lerrers
campus crime
Just yesterday, the 20th of May. I
was over at Founders quadrangle in
the late afternoon The girl 1 was with
and 1 looked out a window to see a
Campus Safety officer loading
unlocked bicycles into a little threewheeled buggy
Since he was armed and dangerous. 1
didn't attempt to apprehend the
culprit Besides, when you see a cop
breaking the law. who can you call"
Dale Shaffer told the News that they
were adding these three-wheeled units
to patrol outlying parking lols because
vandalism to students' cars is up.
Obviously, either Dale Shalfer lied,
or else this one cop was not doing his
duty properly
AND THEY wonder why they are
held in low esteem by so many
students Confiscating bicycles is a
poor way to build good student
relations.
In their little paid ad last week, they
said that as a result ol our wonderful
Campus Safely, crime is down
I wonder whal category they were
talking about Crimes against students
are up in the automobile vandalism
category, according to the last report I
read in the News. Also, bike thefts are
up i IIiiiiiiin I Probably Ihc crime they
are most effective in combating is
crime againsl the University's
property.
Jusl remember, their motto is
'Protect and Serve' The question is;
WHO do they protect and serve0
Themselves or us0
Ron Gibson
310Prout

choice is
up to you

AHH,YES! A MAN HAS TO BELIEVE IN SOMETHING, AND I BELIEVE I'LL HAVE ANOTHER DRINK!'
jailin'

evident to President Ford and other
non-Manhattan types in the meeting,
that kind of facing up is hard on New
York politicians. They won office by
over promising Now they want the rest
of the United States to pay off their
promises.

I feel that anyone who goes to the
Poe Ditch Festival and lets him or
herself become a victim of the search
that Ihc coordinators of the concert say
"they have to do" is nothing more than
a cop-out in this slowly falling apart
democracy.

I am presently serving a four to 25
year sentence for armed robbery at
Mansfield Stale Reformatory
For the last few months I have been
writing editorials for the prison
newspaper-some of which haven't
been printed, seemingly because
they're too "controversial"
It is my wish that 1 reach the people
out there and make them aware of
what is happening in our penal
institutions I have enclosed what 1
consider to be my best articles in that
it Is something that everyone can
understand--feelings
I would very much like to have some
response from the students.

Jailin'
I'm alone-alone in a penitentiary
with 2.000 other guys Nol alone you
say-you're wrong Those otner 2.000
are each fighting individual battles.
Each is striving to hold on to his sanity
and some of them aren't making it
which is making it rougher for the rest
of us
Who is the enemy we are fighting0
There are several-the institution, the
other cons and worst of all-time
How do you fight time'' You can't
grab it and throw it down You fighl
time through yourself and your mental
capabilities. If you aren't mentally
capable of fighting time your worst
enemy is yourself My battle continues
and though I'm winning, no one likes to
do anything alone
I'M

HUMAN-society

may

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask thai
columns be no more than (our typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions lhal exceed Ihese
limits, with respect lo the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed lo Ihe Editor co The BG News. 108
University Pall

have

taken away my rights and put a label
and a number on me but underneath it
all I'm a human being. I have a heart
and a mind with which to express my
feelings
When I'm happy I laugh and spread
the feeling of happiness to others and
when I'm sad. really sad, I cry but 1
cry alone because I don't want others
to feel my sorrow. I know what it is to
love and to be loved and it's a feeling
I'd exchange for nothing in this world.
That's human isn't if So why aren't
I treated accordingly'' It appears to me
that someone has goofed besides me
and that is the most humanistic trait of
all.
I'm scared-physically, mentally I
live in an atmosphere where violence
can erupl at the slightest provocation.
I've got different ethics as to what
makes a man.
I don't feel violence is an answer to
anything but my pride will not allow
me to be molested without retaliation.
1 answer violence with violence, but
I'm still scared.
I DON'T WANT to hurt anyone but at
the same time. I don't want to be hurt.
There must be another answer but
until I find it I walk around tense,

aware, ready, but mostly just scared
I'm confused I assumed thai when 1
was sent to prison that not only were
they looking out for their interests but
mine as well. But what is this that is
happening?
Harassment from the very people
delegated as my guardians, the people
that are to help me become accepted''
Is that their purpose" Is this an
advanced form of reverse psychology''
Did I get sent to the right place"
What's happening? I'm confused
I'm worried. You can't see things
happen around you and to you. without
it affecting your attitudes. Maybe they
don't care, but I do and I don't like
what I see.
I think I'm a strong person, but can I
experience all this without a feeling of
bitterness and loathing at the people
that sent me here? I have to adapt to
this environment and if I do. what's it
going to be like when I hit the streets?
I'm worried.
I'M DEPRSSED. As you go through
life, you see attainable goals and you
work toward them. When you
accomplish these goals, you look for
praise and acceptance from your
peers. And when there is no response.

,

f
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For example, when was the last time
you can remember your parents
coming home from some type of a gettogether and saying that they got
searched before they got to go in the
door More than likely this has never
happened to them, so why. when we go
to concerts, do the guards at the door
insist on searching everyone before
they enter''
The only solution that I can see to
this problem is refusing their search
And if we can get enough people behind
this idea then either the concerts will
be held our way by our rules, or else
there will be no concerts And to me no
concerts is better than being subject to
a search of my private person
Another thing that I would like to
bring to the attention of the
coordinators is that even though I read
the News on a daily basis, I must have
missed the issue that revealed how Mr
Damshroder's bill against beer on
campus had been passed! I can see the
point of no glass bottles on the grounds
-but really what tastes better out in the
sun but a beer or two?
Well, people the choice is up to you
and me Either you let the concerts be
run by the coordinators and their halfassed ideas or we put the power where
it belongs With the people1
After all. they say that they are
holding the concerts for us so we
should have some say in how they are
run So either we can all be led around
like robots and told when to do the
things we enjoy and when not to or we
can stand on our own two feet and be
heard
Cindv Kretin
7McWest

bullets'' Is it better for the bullet nol to
penetrate the body and hit bystanders,
who are always innocent"
Or would the safety provided by the
jacketed soft-point bullet benefit our
Alma Mater more0 The wound
inflicted by such a bullet i quoting
Shaffer after Lorraine Jameson I is
"temporarily wider"
It sounds suspiciously like the
notorious dum-dum bullets used by the
Germans during the First World War
Do you know what a dumdum did ' If il
hit the arm. the arm was no longer
there If it hil the belly, il made a hole
four inches across, not a pretty sight
If it hit the head It was also used in
big game hunting
SHOULDN'T THE Parents Club the
Alumni Association and Ihe Board ol
Trustees take more interesl in Ihe way
Bowling Green students are being
protected on this bucolic Ohio campus,
just 150 miles west of Kenf
Shouldn't the panel also invite some
objective arms experts'' It should not
be too difficult in this gun-loving
country
I agree with Dr. Klein that more
evidence on the effects ol various types
of ammunition on a human body is
necessary The army probably keeps
such records I would, however,
suggest that such tests be conducted
using animal carcasses rather than
student body, and that the panel view
and judge the results, unappetizing as
they may be. Then they can decide
what the Campus Safely should get
ready to do hunt rhinos or protect the
peace and quiet of an institution ol
higher learning
And we can all continue our
respective pursuits of happiness

questions

Stefania E Gross
Asst. professor I
Language Laboratory

bullets
1 have been watching the bullet
discussion with great interest. It reads
like something out of Kafka We hold
this truth lo be self-evident that we
want this campus to be a safe place,
but several questions should be asked and answered
Would a human body rather be
pierced by round-nose, or soft-point

prison reform through awareness
By Eric Cooarad No .MM
IwTM
Manifleld. Ohio
Guest Columnist

Mayor Beame and Governor Carey
have done -by suggesting that
President Ford has written off New
York slate for 1976
But the plain fact, understandable by
even the most hillbilly voter, is that
supposedly sophisticated New York
City can't make ends meet because it
is expanding city services by 15 per
cent while increasing revenues only
eight per cent. And it has been on thai
kind of course for years
Mayor Beame will have to
drastically pare services, raise user
fees and face up to his municipal
unions And its financial institutions
will have to help solve a problem they
helped create by over-extending credit
in the face of budget gimmickry by city
officials
Only in that way can New York prove
to the rest of the country that it
deserves to be known as the world's
financial capital.
It will nol be done by Irving to sell
Jerry Ford the Brooklyn Bridge

depression sets in
This is happening to me now I've
worked and reached several goals
toward becoming an accepted member
of society but the response to this has
been "Big deal!" The self-satisfaction
I receive isn't enough I need the love
and attention that all of us need, but it
seems that I can't get it. God. am I
depressed
So what does all this mean0 It means
that it's high time people started
taking an interest in what is happening
to our people in prison
For my part, as a convict, all I can
do is make you people out there
AWARE
Over the years, prison reform has
become very controversial. Changes
have been made and although it's
getting better there's still a long way
to go. It's up to you people to speed that
process along by taking an active
interest.
Loneliness, fear, confusion, worry
and depression. I feel all of these but I
also express hope Hope that I reach a
few of you people and that you
understand where I'm coming from.
f seek response, and until I get it I'll
keep on jailin!.

too much
In reference to the seizing of our
merchant ship by the Cambodian reds
all I can say is that this is enough
The making fun of and making a
mockery out of us is enough
This has happened time after time
since 1945 but the recent event makes
it too much to bear
Prove the Cambodian reds to be
wrong; fight back through Jesus to the
communist world Further information
from me.
Read "Why 1 am a Revolutionist" by
Richard Wurmbrand Free copy from
me.
Douglas Keith
4297 Main St
Perrv, Ohio
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Jurors selected to hear
case on Kent shooting

local briefs
Benefit dance

CLEVELAND (AP) • A
panel of six men and six
women was seated yesterday to decide whether Gov
James Rhodes and 4J others
should be held financially
responsible for the 1970 Kent
State University shootings
Selection of the USdis
trict Court civil trial jury
took three and one half days
of the first week of the case
that stems from the May 4
campus clash of five years
ago
Four Kent State students
were killed and nine others
were wounded when Ohio
National Guardsmen fired
during their confrontation
with demonstrators protest-

The Bowling Green Pilots Federation baseball team ii
having a benefit dance tonight from 8 11 30 in the St.
Aloysius School gym. ISO S. Enterprise St. Spanish and
American food will be featured, along with polka, rock.
Spanish and country music. Tickets are C per person.
Anyone interested in purchasing tickets should call Jesus
Trevino al 352-0191 or Bob Bland at 352 4392

Orchestra
The 1975 University Competitions in Masic wiaaars will
appear with the University symphony nrraiitu hi concart
at 2:30 pm Sunday in the Grand Ballroom. Ussoa
The symphony orchestra is under the da-action of Bull
Raab. music faculty member. Tbe concert Is free aid i
to the public

Interviews
Additional school interviews will be conducted June 2 as
follows
Wllliamsbarg Local Schools-high school band I instrumental musici.jr high English reading. 7-12 Spanish. 7-12
WHI'K 9-12 math 9-12 physics, primary
West Holmes local Schools--1.1 > KMH
Candidates in the above fields with interest in coaching
will receive special consideration Coaching opportunities
available are:
Women Basketball, volleyball and track
Men Football, cross country, baseball and track
Clipboards are hanging in the sign-up area in the
Placement Office. 360 Student Services Bldg for
interested candidates

Bike thefts
Parminder Sandhu. sophomore (AM), reported that his
yellow, three-speed Penney's bicycle was stolen Tuesday
The bike, which was locked to a rack outside of Conklin
Hall, is valued at 165
Donna Deluse. freshman (BA I. reported thai her
locked, men's 10 speed bike was stolen from a rack outside
of Chapman Hall The bike's cost was estimated at $130.

English booklet
A booklet entitled "Teachers by Choice-Not Chance."
has been developed by Sigma tau Delta, the English
honorary, to help familiarize students with English
department instructors and their teaching methods.
The booklet gives the course content, theme, goals and
teaching methods of each teacher It also relates
background information on instructors and states how they
evaluate students based on tests, quizzes and class
participation
The booklet is on sale for 50 cents in the English
Advising Office, 315 University Hall.and in the University
Bookstore

Song festival
The 1975 American Song Festival will give songwriters
the chance to win a share of 1129.776 in prize money and at
the same time expose their songs to leaders of the music
industry
Entry fee for the worldwide contest is $10.85 in the
United States and Canada and $13.85 for contestants
outside those two nations
Songs are divded into sis categories: rock, country, folk,
easy listening, middle of the road, soul or rhythm and blues
and gospel or religious Judging will be based on
originality, musical composition and lyrical content, when
applicable.
Entry blanks and more Information about the contest
are available in the Union Activities Organization lUAO)
Office. Union Entries mast be postmarked no later than
June3

ing U.S. military action in
Cambodia.
THE WOUNDED and the
the parents of those who
died brought the $46 million
suit against Rhodes, three
former state officials and 40
ex-guardsmen
Ten of the defendants
were present when accord
on a jury was reached yesterday and the court's attention turned to choosing four
alternate jurors
Rhodes was absent a
second day. but former Kent
State President Robert
White. ex-Adj. Gen Sylvester Del Corso and then
Brig Gen Robert Canter-

July art show planned
Thraa forme* Ohio National Guardsman and an unidentified
man head for lunch after a day at a civil trial stemming from
GlJQrdsmen

,h

* "70 *,nl S,0,# Uniy«'»',V shootings. The lhiee,Jome»
McGee (far left), Ravenna; Barry Morris (canter), Kant, ond
Lawrence Shafer (far right), Ravenna, were defendants in
the criminal case last year in which charges stemming from
the same incident were dismissed. (AP Wirephoto)

Foil seminar planned
to help orient freshmen
exchange of ideas and sharing ol basic
concerns of academic life." he said

By Rasdi Welaer
"Why am 1 in college'' What sort of place is
this university? Why didn't somebody tell me
about that?"
Freshman orientation to college life can be
a harrowing experience Except for pre-re
gistration and orientation programs during
the first weeks ol fall, freshmen are It'll
mostly on their own to either sink or sim in
the university setting.
Last fall faculty members and students
participated in a quarter-long symposium
about ' the future of education at the
University Members of the symposium
found that one of the most neglected aspects
of university life was the freshman
experience
AS A RESULT of the symposium, an
Experimental Seminar Program was
developed to help orient freshmen and
transfer students to the University setting
The program will begin this fall
Committee chairman Dr.
Michael
Marsden. assistant professor of popular
culture, said the program would be "very
academic in nature."
"We want the programs to be a serious
program and to provide a vehicle of
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CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

DR. MARSDEN SAID the proposed twocredit hour seminar was "not an attempt to
supplant advisers or replace the orientation
program." but that it would help incoming
students become aware ol career choices
available to them in the University
community.
The seminar would (eature discussion
groups on subjects such as grades, testing,
competition, administrative organization
and the proper channels to obtain
information, available
"hardware" on
campus such as closed circuit systems and
gripe sessions about the University and
Ireshman problems
l )i Marsden also said the seminar will
provide an opportunity for laculty and staff
members to get to know one another and
work together.
Diane DeVestern. a member ol the
University Division of (General Studies, said
that there seemed to be no structured lorum
lor the problems facing a first quarter
freshman or transfer student
ACCORDING TO Dr
Marsden and
DeVestern, the first session this fall will be
an experimental session to test the seminar
groups' concepts.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
|
MANAGEMf NT NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

Plans for a fall carnival
and a summer arts and
crafts show were discussed
yesterday at the monthly
Promote Bowling Green
Committee (PBGC) meeting
The carnival, originally
planned for June, has been
postponed until September,
possibly to coincide with a
charity bazaar and the Discover Bowling Green Days,
according lo PBGC chair
man John Healey
TOM GLENN, owner of
the French Knot. 166 N
Main St. said exhibitor
spaces for the July arts and
crafts show are going fast
Glenn reported that out of
50-60 spaces, approximately
30-35 exhibitors already
have made space arrangements
Last weekend's Old Fash
ioned Bargain Days sale was
a "tremendous success."
according to Robert Lobos,
Bargain Days chairman He
said good weather, good

2-Bedroom furnished, air conditioning, $110 plus
electric.

352-0715

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES:
• full furnished apts
• central gas air conditioning ahd heating
witt) individual apt controls
• sliding glass doors to balcony and patio
• Gas equipped laundry area available in
each apt building
• patio areas with grills available for each
building
• club house facility featuring indoor
heated pool
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
853 Nipoieoo Rd . Suite 5
Office hrs daily 9 12 4 I 5
352-6248 or 352-9378

HAVEN HOUSE
MANOR

705
649
650
802

7th
6th
6th
6th

TOLL FREE 9 AM 10 P.M.

1- 800 -438-3710

THEV CONTEND that
Rhodes and White failed to
take adequate precautions to
avoid injuries after the
guardsmen were ordered lo
the campus during the four
days of anti-war protests.
The suit is a consolidation
ol 14 that were filed shortly
after the flareup They were
dismissed by a federal judge
here, a decision that was upheld by an appellate court
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FOR MOSI AMIRICAN CARS *
gcOHTR Utslniw thlfrHtR 1!

Call Delbert-352-7671
THE KING AND HIS LOYAL SHORT SUBJECTS
BAMBIMtETS GODZILLA
TICKETS $2.50
OR
WITH THIS AD
3 for $5.00

THANK YOU. MASK MAN
- ' If ill jni-alrrt (Jft00«

KING OF
HEARTS

In an isolated surreal pocket ol World War I the Brrtish
send Alan Bates mlo a highly unlikely liny French town lo
discover a bomb The townspeople have lied and the mmales
ol the local asylum have taken their place The resullin| inter
arlion gives us some ol the most enchanting sequences on
lilin When the reality of the rebrmng arm.es breaks the bubble
and the inmates have returned lo the asylum. we can really
share Bales confusion about which people are really insane
In our opinion KING OF HEARTS is a rare Ireat. lunny and sad
at the same lime
This wacky beautiful Mm has awakened become a giant
and turned the move world upside down
Ihere is one reason lor Ihts phenomenon people love the Ring

The following offer access to the BG T*
Health Spa, swimming pool, whirlpool, -^C.
sauna and locker room facilities.
A*

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. ^

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-*¥-*¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥

125M

The case is to be heard in
two phases the first to
determine whether the
defendants should be subject
to damages, the second, if
needed, to determine the
amount The plaintiffs seek
120 5 million in compensatory damages and $25 7
million in punitive damages

ALL UTILIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID

-ft
1515 E W00STER -Jjjr,

^
C

ABORTION

THE JURY includes three
housewives, two machinists,
a rubber company engineer,
a retired liquor sales supervisor, two factory workers,
a shipping clerk, a bank
teller and an accountant.

FALL RENTAL '260 PER MONTH

ST
ST.
ST -ft
ST j(

Management, 1163 Napoleon Rd.
OFFICE HRS 9 12 and 15 - 352-9378

In his letter. Hof said he
hoped the University and the
community can keep up the
"excellent relations" they
have had in the past He also
pointed out that the University's plans for a pizzeria
have been tabled
The next PBGC promotion
will be a Father's Day sale,
June 12 14

AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS
BAR-B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED

FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS.
HAMPTON HOUSE
BUCKEYE H0USF
BIRCHW00D Pi ACE
MT VFRN0N

HE ALE V SAID he got a
letter from James Hof. University vice president for
public service, concerning
University business expan
sion

APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL
420 ENTIRE SUMMER

ALAN BATES in

SUMMER APTS.

media coverage and excellent shopper turnout were
responsible for the promotion's success

bury were on hand as they
had been since the case
opened on Monday
As a last step before
acceptance, attorneys and
the court questioned each
juror again as to their ability to give equal treatment
to a high state official and a
wounded college student.
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WINTHROP TERRACE
NORTH & SOUTH

*
*
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*

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS ON APARTMENTS
FOR SUMMER & FALL OCCUPANCY
*

t

*
*

*
*

SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS
l65.°°/M0.-2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - 2 BATH
$
l55°°/MO.-2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A 2 BEDROOM - l BATH
J
l40°°/MO.-2 PEOPLE ONLY IN A l BEDROOM - l BATH
FALL RATES START AT W/PERSON

$

*
*
*
*

OFFICE: AT WINTHROP SOUTH, 400 E. NAPOLEON ROAD- 352-9135
OPEN 9-12 & 1-5 MON.-FRI. SAT. 10-12 & 1-3
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Jobs open in geriatrics
A Bachelor at Science degree In gerontology
offered by (he University'! College
Community Service*.

of

BOW

Health

The shortage of qualified

U

and

growing

recognition

of

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copr. *75 Lot Arujtln Timct

personnel results from a

the

elderly's

needs

and

the

importance of improving the quality of life for the aged,

program in the country, according to Dr. Jean Kincaid,

she said
Longer life-spans and early retirements have caused

assistant

many problems for the elderly, their families and society.

The new program approved In January is Ike third such
professor

of

home economics and

program

There

Island, N.Y.

10
14
15
16
17
18
20

Dr. Kincaid added

director.
are

not

enough

skilled

people available

for
IN THE FUTURE there will be considerably more jobs

positions in services for the aged. Or. Kincaid said. A
desperate need exists for qualified people in this area, she

available

added

administrative assistants, financial advisers and other job

for

community

planners,

counselors,

22
23
24

areas serving (he aged. Dr Kincaid said.
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THE ULTIMATE DISASTER
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IT'S TIMELY
THE THRILL STORY OF TERROR IN THE SKIES!
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ACROSS
1 Staff member:
Abbr.
6 Governor*

The gerontology program Is unique. Dr. Kincaid said.
The program offers students a choice of three areas of

27
28
29
32
36

study which not only provide a knowledge of the aging
process, but also deliver specific services to the aged.
Cognitive areas include activity therapy, recreation,
social work, exercise, physiology, nutrition, journalism,
accounting, health care administration, transportation and

88
39

family services Two other areas, psychology and art, are

ilfht
Traps
Humane (p.
Papalveil
Country land
Barbecue
Crop
City on the
Rhone delta
Pray
Scented
Relative! of culottes
Plant
Game
Compass pt.
Pumps
Up-to-theminute, as news
Top
Washed

49
50
66
68
69
60
63
64
66
66
67
68
69
1

being added to the areas. Dr Kincaid said.

ANSWER 10 MtVKMK MKUE
A SIX-MONTH internship also is required of seniors in
There are 19 nursing homes within a 35-mile radius of
Bowling Green where students can serve their internships
have students do their internship there, she added.
the

area

of

gerontology.

in

psychology,

Dr.

Kincaid

sociology,

said.

nutrition,

education, geology, history and communication now are
offered through grants, she added.
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by Garry Trudeau
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If you anticipate problems in the handling of
your personal effects which you are going to
be sending home at semester end,
Shulman's Air Freight is geared to expedite
your goods to any destination — world wide
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For Information Call Collect
(419) 248- 3751, BOB STEINER

Friday. May 23.1975
All Jewish students <i [Matty invited to celebrate the Sabbath in
Prout Chapel at 6:30 pm
^^^^
Active Christians Today Bible study Mac North i ..n 7 00am
Sign up sheets (or volunteers can be obtained In Kd Bldg. Math Sci
and all dorms (or those interested in helping at the exceptional
children's track meet to be held June 7 Irom Sam to 4 p m at
Whlttaker Track I- i.-UI
Saturday, May 24.1975
Open Photography Lab Km 232 Tech Bldg. 9 a m to 3 p m Open
to the HiiSI Academic Community Chemicals arc supplied Bring
your own print paper A (ee of 150 will be charged to vour bursar's
bill for each session

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
MAY 22, 23, 24TH

Bti Kugby Team vs Alumni and Sandusky Saturday at I 30 at Poe
Ditch Kiel,] Sterling K.inn lie; ltugb\ Club
Sunday, May 25.1975

Stop in Thursday and Friday 12-5 or
Saturday 12 to 5. A registered nurse will
pierce your ears, using the most modern
painless method...and a starter set of 24K
gold-plated earrings will be inserted at
the same instant! Simply sign the consent
form or if you're under 18 bring a
parent or guardian to sign for you,
...then lend us your ears,
and look forward to wearing
beautiful pierced earrings!

Worship service. Orthodox Christian Fellowship. 6 00 p m
John's F.piscopal Church 1505 F. Woosler St

BGSt' Karate Club-Gojukai meet Aud . St Thomas More Parish,
3:30-730pm
.
BG KoSutemi Dojo practice session Rm 201 Hayes Hall. 6 Oft8 00
pm
Monday. May 26.1975
Active Christians Today Bible study 693 Clough St

Need ride lo I'tah Share t 8
8 18 ph 352 5843 Mike

LASAL,LE*S

LOST AND FOUND
LOST Silver signet ring 129
reward 352 7626
LOST 8 keys, leather ring Call
Carol 372 1308

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
MAY 23-24-25

LOST Pair of glasses Brown
with silver sides square shaped
and phologray Reward if found
Contact Tony at 353-2652
LOST Pair of blue glasses, it
round call 371-5444

1 half-gallon PEPSI
FREE with any
18 inch pizza!

1 quart PEPSI
FREE with any
14 inch pizza
Oawr, Son On Hum. 430 pavt un.

please ASK for your free Pepsi when you
(or show coupon below)

This coupon good for 1 half gallon Free Pepsi
With any 18 inch pizza, or 1 quart Free Pepsi
with any 14 inch pizza,
PISANELLO'S - 203 N. Main
OFFER EXPIRES MIDNIGHT SUNDAY MAY 25th

Need I m to sublease apt for
next school year 175 mo 372MM,
Need 3 people to sublet bottom
of house at 1230 E Wooster
Rent for summer 3159 person
352 3756
1 fm rmmte needed next year
at Haven House 373 4392

(3 89 will now buv vou an 1.1' at
FINDER'S

The new Elton John LP is onlv
33 Mat FINDER'S.

FOR SALE
71
Volvo
Wagon
Radials
including snow tires, manv
extras 353-6794.
'69 Firebird - great condition
3*50 00 3579 No Baltimore Kd
N Baltimore. OH 257-5611

I f. roommate for next vear
172 mo Call 352-7824

70 Fiat 950 Sports Rarer
special hardtop model. 8900
Toledo -536-5120 alter 6pm

Male roommate for next school
year Carl 353-4414
2 rmmtes. grad, lor next year
MS mo Hoaae close to camp

'72 Vega, best oiler 352-6928
after 5

PERSONALS

7 It Boa Constrictor and big
cage Must sell before finals
3534456

SI.00 oil on all classical LP's at
FINDERS

68 Dodge Coronet 500. good
condition, power everything.

All |IN list price 8 track It
cassette tapes onlv 9839 at
FINDERS
BGSl' Surplus Sale Bids maybe picked up 8 00 pm to 5 00
pm at the Office of Asst
Director
of
Procurement.

Campus
Manor
4
man
apartments, just a few left Ph
352 9302 or 352-7365 evenings
Contrary lo prev info this apt
is still avail June 15 1 bdrm
lurn .1 c 2.10 sum 3S2-5836

2 bdrm (urnished apts a c.
leasing lor summer & fall
Summer rates, call evenings
353-3143 «i 352-3689

Converted camper • school bus
Equipped with 4 bunks 1
kitchenette 3795 352-0717

Congratulations to Jeff
l.il
Dop" on his Sigma Nu pinning
to
"Co-Edds".
Best
wishes need^a Poka Band''

Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall school year 352-9302 or
353-7365 evenings

New.
Doobte
Bros
"Stampede". Elton John "Capt
Fantastic". and other records &
tapes onlv 3 75 Call 3724143
Wc Deliver"

1 rmmte. f. for next yr 174 mo
House I blk- Irom camp on
Ridge St 352 1286

I male roommate needed for
summer and following school
vear ITS mo Call 3524162 after
5.

2 bedroom apartments near
Towers
Fall
rates
for 4
students Summer rates for 2. 3.
or 4 students 352-7365

12 00-6 00. Sal
352-1195

Abortion Information Service
starting rate 1125 Clinic very
close
to
area
1-M
week
pregnancy
terminated
by
licensed certified gynecologist
Modern techniques and finest
facilities
Immediate
arrangements will be made
with no hassle Call collect. 24
hour service I 216 631 1557

Congratulations
baseball season

Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352 7365

Stop into FINDERS and pick
up an LP for only S3 89

12 x 50 mobile home, completely
furnished,
like new.
utility
building i skirting included
Call 372-0151 ext 319 or 351-6359
after 6 p.m.

Maddoggers
on a "perfect
Apt 15

Now
leasing 1
bdrm
apt
S150 mo
Pinehursl
Apartments 220 Napoleon Kd
352 1460

GREENVIEW
APTS
now
renting for Summer It Fall
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
ALL ITILITIES PAID INCL
CABLE TV Open Man Frt

Two persons to share apartment
lor summer , 1st and 2ndi term
ph 352-5416 1350 for summer

1 I rm needed for next vear in
Georgetown Apis Call 373-5414

STUDENT APTS Summer &
Fall Ige 2 txinn turn close to
campus
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer
Rd 382-0164.

Memorial Day. come to the
Methodist Church in Portage
i one block west ol the stoplight I
for
homemade
ice
cream,
strawberry shortcake, chicken
sandwiches and other good food
Served 5 pm-7 pm Mondav. Mav
36
'

1 m needed to share large a c. 2
bdrm apt lor summer Other
m low rates 353-5403.

Wanted 2 roommates, summer
950 mo each Furnished 352-

I

I m rmmt for immied or
summer
Own room
Ridge
Manor 352-6431

BOARD EXAM Tl'TOKING
Enrollments
now
being
accepted lor the upcoming
MCATLSATDATGRE
ATGSB-VATCPAT-OCAT and
NAT
MED
BRDS For
information and enrollments
call 16141 486 9646 Stnaley II
Kaplan Eiluc.itinn.il Center 1890
Northwest
Blvd
Columbus
Ohio 43212

Decisions"
Need
to
talk"
Emotional
and
Material
Pregnancy Aid. 353-6336.

WANTED

I
I

Own bdrins Call 352«H* after
5:00

The
Little Slsses want to
congratulate the new neophytes
of Kappa Sigma' That was
some walk, but It was worth if

SERVICES OFFERED

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Chose
your
finished
color
pictures from a large selection
Lowest professional rates Call
Dennis Bowen 352 5928

order

4 00pm

Record Sale at FINDER S
I.P's are now only $3 89

I fm needed to sublet for fall
qlr 353-0772

SERVICES RENDERED

352-5166

rit»S»t.4,30s.m.-2a.m.
free Deliver,
iV9fy

St

Sailing dab meeting Rtn. 303 Hayes Hall. 7 00 p m

RIDES

nesrHen.

Central
Services
Bldg .
Physical Plant Depl Bids will
be opened I 00 p m June 6.
1975

CAMPUS CALENDAR

LASALLE*S EAR
PIERCING
SPECIAL!
3-DAYS ONLY

r

33 Combining form
for "eight"
34 Arabian country
36 Car of years ago
37 Obsolescence,
40 Nemeses
43 Necessary
45 Cheering sounds
48 Orbit point farthest from the
earth

DOONESBURY

ftjki

ERRORITE »

50 Begin
61 Musical instrument
62 Types of planes
53 Famous political
columnist
64 The — side
(least attractive aspect)
66 Rhyme scheme of
a quatrain
56 — avail (without profit)
67 Hernando de —
61 Uaeful Latin
abbr.
62 Cereal

30 Middling
SI Diminutive suffix
32 Swift

8 Land
9 Oriental currency
10 Shouts noisily
11 Yearn (for)
12 Facial expression
13 Part of a clan
19 Canyon's cousin
21 Destroyed
26 Come before

Research assistantships are available at the University
in

26 Zealous and
sincere
29 Eaatern ruler

Termagant
Resemble
Preposition
Court

7 Chinese gemstones

Veterans Administration Hospital in Dayton is eager to

Assistantships

2 Seed

3
4
5
6

the program, Dr Kincaid said

Brid|re position
Hunger (for)
Boot
Weight
Mount near ancient Troy
Biblical figure
Accelerate:
Sling phrase
Lost
Part of OAS:
Abbr.
Couturiere'a
concern
Prohibition
bigwig
Bear: Lat
Member of the
opposition
Crying
Fate
Welcome benefit
Use a thurible
Spot
DOWN
Composers'
society: Abbr.

352 0040
Wedding gown, pineapple while
eyelet, sue 9-10. Juliet cap It
veil.
3539369 or
3722879
Reasonable price.

FOKKENT
Furn bouse summer only Call
M 353-9442
Furnished apt 2 bedroom need
1 male rmt available June 1
353-434W or 6413rd St Apt H
House summer 414 E Wooster
Cheap' Call 373 Mil anytHne

12 0O4 00 Call

Trailer sublease Howards Court
Summer 2 bdrm. a c. 2-4683 or
2j4857_
I
bedroom furnished apt
available June 1
Close to
campus Call352-6W6
521 EAST MERRY Leas than
one block Irom campus
2
bedroom,
furnished
air
conditioned and in excellent
condition Tenants only pay the
electric Is set up for 4 persons
One vacancy left for Fall 174 00
per person per month
634 SIXTH STREET
Same
setup as above apartments. One
vacancy for Fall 36500 per
person per month For more
information call
Newlove
Realty 353 7331
Subleting lor summer - own
room in 3 man house 352 8072
APARTMENTS
2 bedroomsfurnished 353-4671.
Apt
rent 4 stud
(urn
on
Wooster St Summer lease 287

MM
CHEAP house for 5 1150 each
for summer
'a block from
caanapas Call 353-3933
Apt July. Aug semi turn 2
bedroom. (13 N. Grove 3526787. 372-0028 Galen
1 bedroom furnished apartment
to lease lor summer and (all.
CaU 353-9371
Married or grad students lo
sublet. 2 bdrm
furn
apt
carpeted,
gas.
water, a c.
cablevisrons. oil street parking,
well maintained ino pets) ph
353-6151 bet ween3li7pm
Summer leases (or furnished,
air conditioned efficiencies. 353-
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Rape center to train workers
A training session (or
persons wanting to work
with the rape crisis center
will be conducted from 6-9
p.m. Tuesday. Wednesday
and Thursday in 309 Moseley
Hall
The rape center was
established by Stop Rape
Alliance (SRA) in conjunction with Crisis Phone. It is
generally a 24-hour phone
service wheh can be reached
by calling Crisis Phone's
personnel But should a
victim request that someone
meet her. two SRA volunteers will go out
Sara Shilts-Panksepp. an
SRA volunteer, said persons
going through training have
the option ol attending
either Tuesday's or Wednesday's session but definitely
must attend Thursday's
meeting SRA volunteers
will conduct the training,
she said

Thirsty?

University Men's Chorus members sold lemonade at ten c.nts
a cup yesterday lo thirsty students outside the Education
Building. Proceed! from the sale will go toward a chorus tour
next spring. (Newsphoto by Michael Passarello)

Sunday Brunch!

ONE CRITERIA used for
persons wanting rape training. Shilts-Panksepp said, is
that they agree with SRA's
philosophy on rape.
"We define rape as any
unwanted sexual advance on
one person by another,
whether there is violence or
not.'' she said "We hope to
help those who are raped to
be able to cope with it.
"Basically, we will train
people on how to assist rape
victims." she said "This
will include handling her
emotional problems. Riving
her the exact information
she'll need after she's been
raped, what rape means
legally and in actuality, society's attitudes on rape and
how raped people feel."
I'pon completing the
training. Shilts-Panksepp
said the volunteers can
handle phone calls from
rape victims and go out on
calls when a victim asks

- LEE JEANS Close-out Special
Stratfhti or Flirts
Reg. '14.50

that SRA volunteers meet
her
"And we do accept men,"
she said "In fact, we welcome men."
HOWEVER, SHE SAID
men will not answer the
phones unless the victim
wants to talk to a man.
"Usually the last person a
woman wants to talk to after
she's been raped is a man."
Shilts-Panksepp said
SRA recently has acquired
a beeper system for hand
ling calls from victims who
want someone to meet them,
she said A beeper is a small
box that beeps when a certain number is dialed, she
explained
"IF SOMEONE calls
Crisis Phone and wants
immediate
assistance,
Crisis Phone will dial SRA's
beeper number and the
volunteer who has the
beeper that week will call
Crisis Phone to get the
address where to go,"
Shilts-Panksepp said
She said two people will
always go out together
either for safety reasons or
for the case where one

Now only '9.56 + tax

JULY
LSAT

CROSS'MEN'S WEAR
147 N. MAIN ST.

All the $1£I w
Pizza and III
Salad you
can eat

I
I

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
Summer Leases Available
y-i block from campus

I
I

I
I

!

Apartment Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid
Laundry Facilities Available

MfWVORK
10SANGEUS
CHICAGO
DI1R01T
MIDNIAr-OllS

PHIl AOI lr*HIA |
WASHINGTON
|
SANFUANCISCO-

ST LOUIS
.
IROIANArOHS "

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS
WEEKEND
AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.
Us moans Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like Travel comfortably Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
fares Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

ONE
WAY ROUND LEAVE ARRIVE
5175
W.JO
$1115

Cleveland
Columbus
Cincinnati

IMS
1505
2255

4:15
MS

T:K
7:16

M5
MO
5:00
MM
11:50
2*5
Detroit
tS.K 1135
4:00
KM
Ask Your Agent About Additional Departures
and Return Trips
ADDRESS
500 LEHMAN

INFORMATIONS
RESERVATIONS

PHONE
353-5982

CRll TOll FREE
IM4SII1I0
tlnh

GO GREYHOUND

Clll IU434 6MII

| LAW SOARD REVIEW CENTER |
|
II Gt.m.ti y FVk Soulh
|
|
Niv. Yoil. N.wYo.k I0WB
|

352-0717 or stop by

FRI.-SAT. MIDNIGHT MOVIES
DOORS OPEN 11:30-SH0W 12:00

flCHBEtt
^■ffifflSkW
^

■
■
■
,

I
|
|

SHE SAID the police have

"They want to know about
rapes." she said, because
usually a man will rape
more than once
Those planning to attend
the sessions should call the
Women's Center at 372 2281
or stop by in 315 Student Services Bid* , she said

GREYHOUND SERVICE

I
The Piofttuonal Weekend
■ Seminat with in eiliblithed
a
success retoid (aught by
I PRACTICING ATTORNEYS
COMPLETE FEE ISS8S00

worked out a system where
if a woman who has been
raped does not want to prosecute, she can call the
police station and anonymously report it.

"They have been very
helpful," she said "They
will inform any woman who
has been raped of our services and will call us if she
wants them to."

<

|JULY )?».& tJih JUIV 1Mb| HM

»100/month for 2 People
'120/month for 3 or more

THE OFFICE-224 E. WOOSTER

Offer
good 12 noon to 3 P.M.

SPEND A WEEKEND
WITH OUR ATTORNEYS

person cannot handle a
situation and the other can.
SRA has worked closely
with the Bowling Green City
Police and Wood County
Hospital.
Shilts-Panksepp said

ALL SEATS S10

°

I.D. REQUIRED

You never outgrow
your need for milk.

...and leave the driving to us*

Come see what's new
at your all-new
Burger Chef.
TomattN-s

U'ttuo'

Rrfinh

E. W00STER ST.
across from the football stadium

Love tap,

Fix your own burger the way you
like tt at our new Works Bar.

From one beer lover to another.

Help yourself to lettuce, tomatoes,
onions, relish and pickles. If mustard
tind catsup are all you want, it's there
for you too. Have as much or as little as
you want at the Burger Chef Works Bar
. and build your burger just the way
you want it. Or you can order your
burgers complete and ready to go. At
Burger Chef, the choice is yours.

Our new Salad Bar.
Ordei a salad and hHp yourseW.
If it's salad you love, here's another
reason you'll like Burger Chef, our new
Salad Bar Just order a salad and help
yourself. You'll find a choice of dressing
and at Burger Chef, you can come back
for .-111 the salad you want!

A new hostess to make you fed
at home.
Loaded down with the kids and looking
for an empty table ? At Burger Chef
we've got a hostess to help you with
things like that Or let her help you in
any of a dozen ways. Our hostess is just
another reason why we say there's more
to like at Burger Chef

BiyraMifOP

IhOTtslOTtofeallinrWaMt.
-!•>.-*:•'(•«> finm

MAC 880 titlist aids relays

Dunton-team performer
By Bill Estep
Auliunt Sporlf Editor
In a sport often known for its individuality, trackster Dan
Dunton is the Falcons' personification of a team performer
Ihinton played a prominent role as both a performer and a
creator in the Falcons' third-place finish at last week's MidAmerican Conference (MAC) championships
Even though Dunton's 880-yard victory was the team's
lone individual championship, he made a key contribution to
the 440-yard and mile relay quartets
"I made a baton for our relay teams to use at the MAC,"
Dunton said "I spent about five days planning and actually
making it and it was just a special thing for the conference
championships "
DUNTON SAID the baton idea began during his running
days at Piqua High School and had become a token of
appreciation for the relay sprinters
"For four straight meets in high school I made batons and
we did well using them.'' Dunton said, but when I failed to
make a new one we didn't perform as well"
Whether coach Mel Brodt has any deep rooted
superstitions or not. the "Dunton Baton'' could become an
annual tradition at the MAC championships
After clocking rather unimpressive performances most of
the spring, both relay teams finished second to F.astern
Michigan last weekend with season best times
I thought if we were going to be the best team at the
MAC. we needed the best baton possible.'' Dunton said "I
think I'll probably mount it on a plaque and give it to coach
Brodt."
The most astounding comeback at the MAC. other than
the Falcons' jump from last to third place in the meet's final
day. was Dunton's return in the 880 after a pitiful
performance in the mile less than an hour earlier
AFTER LEADING the race for nearly two and a half laps,
Dunton quickly fell bark in the pack and finished 10th out of
11 competitors in the mile
"Mentally and physically. I just wasn't able to go in the
mile." Dunton said "When I reached down for a kick there
just wasn't anything there "
Dunton claimed he rarely looks for lunners in a race, but
in the MAC 880 he couldn't resist thr temptation of glancing
over his shoulder.
"Sometimes when you look for people over one^houlder.

they pass by you over the other," Dunton said "But I was
coming around the last turn and 1 didn't hear any footsteps
or breathing at all
Dunton claimed that "The MAC was the whole season."
but this weekend's Central Collegiate Conference iCCC)
Championships and next week's All-Ohio meet nevertheless
will be important
"THE CENTRAL COLLEGIATES is also a scoring meet
with a team championship and will offer me another chance
to qualify for the nationals." Dunton said.
Dunton's 1:52 9 winning time in the MAC 880 is still a good
distance from the national qualifying time of 1 49 8
Dunton hampered his chances for a trip in two weeks to
Provo, Utah for the NCAA title chase when he injured his
hip walking out of a campus residence hall Sunday
"I went light on my workouts early this week because of
the hip." Dunton said, "but it felt good to run on it
Wednesday and I should be ready to run a good race Friday
(today)."
Dunton. whose uncle. Ross, captured the MAC 880 in 1952
for the University of Cincinnati, said the competition at the
CCC meet should aid in him reaching the qualifying
standard.
"It will be essentially the same competition in the 880 that
I faced at the MAC? and maybe a little tougher." Dunton
said
"I know the two runners that finished second and third to
me at the MAC. (Timl Scott of Northern Illinois and
iJamesi Thomas of Eastern ■ Michigani. will be after me."
he said
BRODT SAID if Dunton reached the magic time this
weekend, he would represent the Falcons at the nationals
"The MAC officials have told us if a league champion
qualifies he will go." Brodt said Trovo is no short trip, so
if anyone else would qualify it would have to be a good effort
for us to send them."
The Central Coliegiates will split its sites between
Eastern Michigan and the University of Michigan this
weekend
The hammer throw, javelin and decathlon will be held at
Eastern, while the remaining events will be held at
Michigan
Defending champion Indiana, who won the title last year
at Bowling Green, will lead a field that includes seven MAC
squads, three Big Ten teams and a host of top independents.
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Champ

Falcon distance ace Dan Dunton leads the pack toward the finish of the 880yard run at last week's Mid-American Conference championships. Dunton.
who also competed in finals of the mile, won the 880 event in a career and
season best clocking of 1:52.9. (Newspholo by Bill Estep)

Ruggers win 3 games
The nationally ranked
Bowling Green rugby team
won three games last week
end but also dropped its first
contest since April 26
Saturday the Falcon
ruggers split with Akron,
losing the first game. 103.
but coming back to win the
second. 17-6
BG then took two games
from Toledo. 14-4 and 14 0
In the first Akron contest.
lit; was forced to play with
out many o( its "A" team
players
Only Tom
Kazmaier's penalty kick
averted a shutout for the
Falcon crew

In the second game. BG
was back at full strength
Dave Desenburg got the Falcons going with two easy
scores in the first five
minutes of the contest

final half to give the Falcons
a commanding lead Toledo
scored its points with only
four seconds left in the
game

the game Lawson and Drew
Berlin also scored for BG.
as did Bob Fiala on a penalty
kick

JIM CAPRARA and Jack
Kozminski added goals to
pad the BG margin.

IN THE weekend's final
battle. Desenburg picked up
a loose ball and raced 95
yards for the first score of

The ruggers, now 25-5-4.
will face Sandusky and the
BG alumni at 1 30 p m
tomorrow at Poe Ditch
field

Sunday against Toledo the
Falcons battled extreme
heat to dump the Rockets
twice Ron Conarroe and
Bill O Malley gave BG an 8-0
halftime lead in the initial
game.
Pat I.yden and Randy
Lawson added tallies in the

It's time for fun and
games for the Bowling
Green lacrosse team when
the sixth annual alumni
game is played at 2 p m
tomorrow on the Falcons'
practice field
Coaching BG's varsity
squad will be Mickey Coch
rane. who retired this year
as head Falcon mentor fol
lowing a ten year career
Next year's head coach. Jim
Plaunt. will tutor the BG
graduates
THE ALUMS will be led
by Pete Farrell. a three
time all-American selection
and a first-team all-Midwest
choice from 19671969 and
John Dohms. who was

honorable mention allAmerican and first team allMidwest in 1969 and 1970

All-Star lacrosse game June
14 in Ithaca, NY. Wilcoxs
hometown

In goal for the hi; grads
will be ljuri Turevon The
defense will be anchored by
Tom Vogtsberger and Hon
Cervasio

THE FALCON cocaptain
and four-time all-Midwest
selection will play for the
South team, which has won
the last three games and
leads the series, 19-12-1

The Falcon varsity, which
won its second straight Midwest Lacrosse Association
i MLA i championship this
season, never has lost to the
alumni squad Last year.
Verne Zabek's two goals and
three assists and Bill
Grimes' three-goal performance led the vanity
stickers to an 11-4 victory
All-American defenseman
Mike Wilcox will be participating in the North South

Bowling Green coach
Mickey Cochrane. who was
head coach of last year's
winning South team, will
accompany Wilcox to the
event, which is the highlight
of the national lacrosse
coaches' convention.
Wilcox becomes the ninth
selection from BG to be
named to the North-South
game Last year, middle
Paul Wayne represented the
Falcon team

Crusaders hire coach
CLEVELAND (APi
Johnny Wilson was signed to
a multi-year contract as
coach of the Cleveland Cm
saders yesterday
The World Hockey Association (WHAi team's gene
ral manager. Jack Vivian,
declined to disclose specifics
of the contract in making the
announcement
The new pilot was
released from a three-year
contract with the Baltimore
Blades, another WHA team
He said he decided to leave

the Blades because of the
"uncertainty of the operation there "
During last year, that
franchise started in Michi
gan, where it was known as
the Stags but then for a
while had no home until it
landed in Baltimore late in
the season
VIVIAN HAD served a
dual role as coach and gene
ral manager after John
Hanna was fired Jan 3.
Wilson is the fourth Cru-

BARGAIN MATINEES SAT. & SUN.
ALL SEATS *1.00
SAT. 2 P.M. - SUN. 2:00-4:15

The Second Greatest Flyer in theWtfld
But Waldo was going to
change all that —even
il it killed him.

Laxers to battle alumni;
Wilcox on all-star unit
Bv Norm Baker
Stall Writer

NOW PLAYING
EVE. 7:15-9=30

ROBOT
RsDfOftD

Mote ofArr\eficds
Favotue Jeans
at County §eat!

LEVIS DENIM BELLS
•ngth man? Wiihts,
more hard t>> find iliv*,
inure shorts, more longs
mow I vvTs .K'nun bolls

ili.in anybody Yo
surprised lop tfwm «>tt with
.i 1 i/vi's ivli with metal
emb rswd buckle Jeans
$13.50 IVl; $7 00

INAGCOOOtROTHILLHlM

CHI

NOW PLAYING
2nd SMASH WEEK
EVE 7:15-9:30
BARGAIN MATINEES SAT. & SUN.
ALL SEATS '1.00
SAT. 2 P.M. • SUN. 2:15-4:30

CINEMA n

SHAMPOO IS THE SMASH OF THE YEAR!
"Shampoo is the most virtuoso example
of sophisticated kaleidoscopic farce
that American moviemakers have
ever come up ■»»*»»*
-r-Tn mi
warren beally
julio i In islic ' goldie hawn

sader coach in the team's
five-year history but the
first to have had major
league hockey coaching
experience
He spent most of his playing career with the Detroit
Red Wings in the National
Hockey League, where he
carried the nickname "Iron
Man " He then went on to
coach the Red Wing franchise from 1971 to 1973. collecting a record of 37-29-12 in
the 1972-73 season

HjFru Iriimtiilumhiii I'ntun-s
A I'-B Vista h-alun-

The 6-2. 230-pound line
backer from the University
of Florida admitted that he
listened to the offers of the
Jacksonville team in the
World Football League, but
said the offer could not compare with that from the
Bengals
"I DIDN'T even know
they were talking." Brown
said of the negotiations
The Bengals drafted

Cameron to shore up a linebacking corps which has
been hurt since the departure of Bill Bergey to Philadelphia.
"He just might be the fastest linebacker coming out of
the draft." Brown said
"He's big and fast and a
tough competitor.
"He Impressed us with his
willingness to hit and the
way he handles pass coverage-

lee grant - jack warden
lorry bill

COMMG SOON - TOMMY • 4 MUSKETEERS
NOW PLAYING
EVE. 7:15-9:15

SAT. & SUN. MAT. 2 P.M.
"It's my kind ot film.
Booze, broads, car chases,
corruption and revenge -all
the things that make life
j. worthwhile!"

Bengals sign first-round pick
CINCINNATI (APi - Cincinnati Bengals head coach
Paul Brown yesterday introduced his first-round draft
pick. Glenn Cameron, as
"being our style of person "
"He's not a holler guy
He's quiet, but he's a very
serious and dedicated young
man." said Brown, in
announcing that Cameron
had decided to sign with the
Bengals for the coming
season

- BoSnaci
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